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TERQA, modem Ashara, site located directly on the
banks of the Euphrates River (34'55' N, 40°34' E). The
identification of the tell was one of the very first proposed
in Syrian archaeology: it was established in 1910 when Ernst
Herzfeld found on the surface of the site a cuneiform tablet
that related the construction of the Temple of Dagan in Terqa (E. Herzfeld, "Hana et Mari," Revue d'Assyriologie II
[ I ~ I O ]131-139).
:
The tell itself is no more than 10 ha (25
acres); it seems certain that part of the ancient city has been
lost to river erosion, possibly as much as half, though there
is no way of deternlining this with precision. While no trace
of an outer city has been found, it is likely that it existed and
that it was swept away by flooding and/or covered by the
alluvium. It has been traditionally assumed that the name of
the region (Khana) was used in the titulary of the kings who
ruled from Terqa. While this may still be the case (e.g., as
it had been for the kings of Mari), it has been shown by A.
H. Podany (1991-1993a) that the term occurs in texts that
were not excavated at Terqa: accordingly, the connection
between the so-called Khana texts and Terqa cannot be
taken for granted.
The site is largely covered by a modem settlement, so that
only about one fourth of the tell is available for excavation.
The modem site has become the center of a large and populous nahiya (township), so that current references to it tend
to omit the qualification of "tell," which is found regularly
in the early literature. The site is a few kilometers south of
the confluence of the Khabur River with the Euphrates, and
as such it controlled the traffic on the waterways, including
the canals that flowed southward toward Mari in the narrow
agricultural corridor called ah Pwattim in antiquity and z&
today. It is also likely that Terqa was the starting point for
caravans to Tadrnor (Palmyra) and the Orontes River basin.
An intensive survey conducted around Terqa by Kay
Simpson (1983) has produced evidence of only a handful of
Bronze Age sites, although it is known from ancient texts
that many existed. The likely explanation is that these settlements were abandoned before they could develop any sizable depositional accumulation. As a result, they came to be
covered by the alluvium (probably 3 m deep in historical
times) and are thus altogether invisible to a regular surface
survey.

History of Excavations. The first published cuneiform
document originating from Syria was a text mentioning Terqa, and it had probably been found there. Because several
other tablets of the same type had come to light, and because
their provenance could be linked to the site of Tell Ashara,
two French philologists, Fran~oisThureau-Dangin and
Paul Dhorme decided to start a trial excavation there in
1923. No tablets were found during these excavations.
In 1974, Theresa Howard-Carter secured a pemut from
the Syrian government on behalf of Johns Hopkins University to conduct some preliminary work at the site, which was
followed by a ten-day season in 1975 under the direction of
Delbert Hillers. This is considered the first season. In 1976
Giorgio Buccellati and Marilyn Kelly-Buccellati assumsd
the direction of the excavations on behalf of the International Institute for Mesopotamian Area Studies and the University of California and California State University at Lo:
Angeies. This was the second season and the beginning of
the Joint Expedition to Terqa (which other institutionslarcr
joined). They directed the project until the tenth season, in
1984, when the field director was Daniela Buia. Beginning
with the eleventh season, in 1985, Olivier Rouault becam<
field director, and in 1989, the permit for the excavations
was turned over to him; five more seasons of excavation:
followed. The initial long-term research strategy was tr
idenhfj as many levels of the Khana period as possible and
to study their relationship to earlier strata.
Occupational History. Because settlement in the lo\\-er
levels of the 287 did not begin until the dawn of historiial
periods, it is not surprising that there should be no prchstoric levels at Terqa. The nearby site of Qraya, some 5 km
(3 mi.) to the north, was settled in the late Proto-litsrars
period and then abandoned for some time: this suggcsti rhar
there was a shift in settlement from Qraya to Terqa ar rhs
beginning of the third millennium. The best evidsnis of
early third-millennium occupation comes from the ccnstruction of the first phase of the defensive system, the i n w r
wall, which dates to about 2900 BCE; the subsequent nvo
phases were built about one century after each other. Ths
city walls remained in use until the middle of the second
millennium BCE, with evidence of local repairs in lartr ptriods. In areas B and J, evidence was found dating to lats Earl!
Dynastic 111 and even the Sargonic period. A sounding in
area K proved to be the most promising for ths late rh~rii
millennium.
The end of the third millennium (known in the tsrmin~+
ogy of Man as the period of the Shakkanakktu) is s n z d
primarily from the lower strata in area F, where an ssri.n4w
administrative complex has been uncovered. [See 1lari.j
The building shows a stratigraphic continuih \\-ithrhs PCnod of the Arnorite dynasties of Mari, which is ~~rhsnwc
known also from several finds from later contests. [.SLY .Amorites.] It seems likely that Terqa was never indepi.ndc.n:bui
was always a provincial capital subject to the kin$~vi
1.:

